Scoop Ducks
Do you make your students FLY?
10 Priorities for Education
Teaching and learning

AS WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE IT
Cloud teaching
Interlinked subjects
Sense of community
Reference to reality
« Mens Sana in Corpore Sano »
Modern Exams
Adaptive Concentration
Students for Students
Potentiologist
Let’s have some DUCKSCUSSIONS
Do your students get the opportunity to explore & create rather than to listen to the teacher?

A. Very often
B. I have done it a few times.
C. (Almost) never
Do you allow your students to act as teachers in your classroom?

A. Very often

B. I have done it a few times.

C. (Almost) never
Do your students get the opportunity to share their work in order to get peer feedback?

A. Very often

B. I have done it a few times.

C. (Almost) never
Enjoy the FLIGHT!
Are you ready for LEARNING ABOVE & BEYOND?